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This information is given by women and men from the star Taygeta, in the cluster of the 

Pleiades. They are different conversations kept live in writing over the internet and reorganized 

by theme. We keep their original text without any modification. 

 

They can be found in video format on YouTube, on the Pleiadian Knowledge channel of  

Cristina Álvarez and Estel·la Fernández. 

 

Start date of the contact: 12th June 2020 
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INTRODUCTION BY ANÉEKA OF TEMMER 

What influence is there between human and alien culture? 

Although clear differences can be observed as there would be between any different culture, 

something that at least is largely ignored on Earth, is that in space between cultures on different 

planets where the members of these cultures share each other as starseeds, creating a very large 

cultural influence between them. 

The starseeds are not an exclusive phenomenon of the Earth, it is something very common 

throughout the galaxy, that a soul / consciousness or group of them, migrate from culture to 

culture by incarnating there. In some New Age circles on Earth they are known as Wonderers. 

Then a soul or group of souls will incarnate on a planet for some life cycles, from one or even 

several, and then later go on to be born or incarnate on another planet and culture that it likes, 

taking ideas and concepts from one culture to another, it may be consciously but mostly 

unconsciously. 

Then we will have the same ideas appear in various seemingly unconnected places. 

This is in addition to the most obvious mechanism of influence between cultures, which is using 

star travel with interstellar spacecraft with exploration groups that will then adopt ideas and 

concepts from the culture they are studying or with which they have a relationship or contact of 

any kind. 

The main concept here that must be understood very clearly is that the physical form that you 

call human being, is by no means exclusive to Earth since it is found in a number of places 

throughout the Galaxy and is suspected strongly, that is in the same way in other galaxies also 

being a very proliferating and popular physical form for souls. 

The human form varies from races that are exactly like humans, to races that have nothing in 

common with humans in either form or biology, and the whole range in between these two 

extremes. 

So we will find a gradient between stellar races such as humans, but on other planets and from 

there, will be other races that will gradually be different from the human being until they merge 

between the races that no longer have human form, taking into account that in the Universe what 

is the norm is life and there is a number among the thousands of billions of star races. Life in the 

Universe is the norm and not the exception. 

At what levels is this influence seen? 

The influence ranges from little to total, being that in themselves, societies basically share the 

same at a level of influence that is very difficult for the modern ufologist to understand. The 

influence is similar or of the same nature, as between cultures on Earth at the end of the 20th 

century, that is to say almost total. 

This mostly between cultures with historical contact with Earth, such as the Engan, Alfrateans, 

Antareans and Taygeteans among others, being those with the greatest human appearance. 
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Another concept here is that the creation stories of the human being should be discarded as 

exclusive to Earth, since as I have commented before, they are everywhere, as not only we witness 

but a number of accurately documented events, encounters and incidents with star beings by a 

long list of people on Earth. 

And finally, Anéeka would like to convey that: “The idea that you are isolated in space and that 

the distances between the planets are very large and that it has not even been proven that there 

is extraterrestrial life outside the Earth, is a merely a human concept. " 

QUESTIONS from followers  

DO TAYGETEAN COUPLE RELATIONSHIPS LAST 950 YEARS? OR ARE THEY CHANGING 

SEVERAL TIMES IN LIFE? IN GENERAL, IS IT RARE THAT THEY ARE DURABLE? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: They generally last not only for the entire incarnation or for a lifetime, 

but many times a love relationship between Taygeteans can last several incarnations, as they look 

for each other during the next life by remembering two or more past lives. 

Lilel Cosmo: HOW COMMON ARE MARTIAL ARTS IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL CULTURES? WHO 

INVENTED THEM? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Martial Arts are common in virtually all Lyrian or stellar human cultures. 

Being so common and old it is impossible to know who invented them. And on Earth there are 

many versions and interpretations of Martial Arts as they are found elsewhere. 

claudio pkdelsol: If in ancient times they had electricity, why don't we have technological 

remains of daily use from that time? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: You do, archaeological remains are found in many parts: Egypt, 

Mesopotamia, Sumeria, Turkey, Ireland, Romania, among other places. Yes, there are traces and 

they are called OPARS or objects out of their time. 

It must also be seen that the Cabal wishes at all costs to erase real history so they have and will 

dedicate themselves for centuries to destroy and hide high technology all over the planet.  

Marta: What is the most typical Taygetean tradition that the Earth has acquired throughout 

these centuries due to its influence? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: The Druidic Culture would be the greatest influence. Destroyed almost 

completely thanks to the Romans under the command of General Vespasian. Naming only one big 

influence point. 

Marta: Is there any Urmah custom or tradition here on Earth? Influenced by them? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: There is a strong Urmah influence on Egypt, Sumer, Rome and Greece, 

seen most obviously in architecture. 
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Pablo Diaz: HELLO ANÉEKA MY FAVORITE SPORT IS BASEBALL. IS BASEBALL PRACTICED 

ON OTHER PLANETS? WHAT LAND SPORTS ARE THE MOST PRACTICED ON OTHER 

PLANETS? 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER: Baseball is a very terrestrial sport as well as football. Sports on other 

planets, an Urmah variant of American Football. Athletics in general in the Greek style. Races, 

whether of physical competitors, or with machines, such as the equivalent of Formula 1 races and 

rallies with ships or homemade vehicles. 

Nico Val: ANEEKA, ARE THERE RACES THAT INSERT MUSIC INTO THE EARTH FROM SHIPS 

AND CREATE ARTISTS OR PROFILES SO NOT TO RAISE SUSPICIONS? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: That is correct and very common, it is true that it’s happening in mass 

right now. That has always happened, but today it’s more accentuated, the cultural, artistic, and 

musical influence is very strong. 

Li One: DO TAYGETANS FEEL ATTACHMENT TO THEIR CHILDREN? 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER: Much attachment to their children and extends through incarnations 

being that they are always sought among families of souls reincarnating again as a family. In 

Taygeta families are very close, more than in other cultures. 

Star Sapphire: IS THERE ANY CULTURAL INFLUENCE IN PAST LIFE THERAPY 

TREATMENTS? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Yes, countless races are tacitly or gently promoting humans to remember 

with past life therapy methods. It is very common today. 

TeSa Kura: WHAT MOST IMPORTANT LEGACIES DID THE CIVILIZATIONS OF LEMURIA and 

ATLANTIS LEAVE US, BOTH MATERIAL AND IMMATERIAL INFLUENCES? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Lemuria leaves an influence that has been tried to destroy for centuries, 

which are the Holographic base societies of true equality. And Atlantis leaves generalizing, what 

are the seeds of modern society on Earth, what the western world is. 

AndreaMDOS: In what other interstellar civilizations have you been of great cultural 

influence? And if so, what kind of influence? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: We have been a great influence on all the Pleiades M45, on the Urmah 

society, the human, the Antareana, the Alfratean, the Arcturian and the Andromedan among those 

known. 

Mario Espinosa: ANEEKA, IS EARTH THE PLACE IN WHICH THE GREATEST VARIETY OF 

RACES INCARNATE? ARE THERE OTHER SIMILAR PLACES, OR IS THIS SO VARIED MIXTURE 

VERY COMMON IN THE UNIVERSE? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: It is a universal constant that the seeds of all races travel and reincarnate 

in all parts of the universe, being truly cosmic and not from any special place. They are all The 
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Source. But on Earth there are a variety of starseeds of different races, of an especially high 

number and variety. 

Jhacko: WHAT HAVE THE KARISTUS INFLUENCED IN??? THANK YOU 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Karistus has been very influential with a prolonged and insistent attempt 

to guide earthly religions towards something positive, trying to neutralize the negative or 

regressive use of the manipulative creators of these religions. Karistus are an especially positive 

and loving race, but they also know how to be warriors. 

Javier Pedrianes Rodríguez: HOW ARE YOU, ANEÉKA? 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER'm: Very good, thank you, and happy to be with you on a live show again. 

A big hug for you and everyone joining us today.  

Marta: Has Taygeta acquired any custom or tradition from Earth? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Yes it has acquired many customs from Earth, difficult to enumerate them, 

but I can mention in the architecture. However, a lot of terrestrial architecture again is not from 

there, being very Urmah, for example in many places of antiquity. As for customs, for example, 

celebrating birthdays and the adoption of cakes have been adopted. Being that in Taygeta it’s 

difficult to calculate the age of a person. Also, a lot of human influence with music. 

Juan Carlos Zegarra: ANNEKA, DO THE TAYGETEANS FAST ONLY OF LIQUIDS AND FOR HOW 

LONG? 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER: Taygeteans do usually practice fasts, however the time each one lasts is 

difficult to calculate again, but it could be said that they regularly skip a day without eating, and 

another important point is that we have the habit of eating just twice a day, sometimes just once 

a day. 

Alfonso Plurick33 RONIN: Aneeka Greetings. QUESTION: DID THE CDS, DVDS AND OPTICAL 

FIBER TECHNOLOGY CAME FROM THE UMMITAS, WAS IT BY THE INFLUENCE OF THE SEEDS 

OR WAS IT DIRECTLY BY THEIR INTERVENTION? 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER: It’s true, that is mostly Ummita technology and it is from direct 

introduction. 

nanashi: IF THERE IS NOTHING OTHER THAN THE SOURCE, WHY IS "EXTERNAL 

INTERVENTION" CONSIDERED THAT AN INTERSTELLAR RACE CONTACTS A LESS 

ADVANCED RACE WHEN BOTH THINGS ARE IDEAS OF THE SAME MIND? 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER: Everything is from The Source, including rules like that which were 

designed so that there is a respectful coexistence between civilizations, however those laws are 

imperfect and generally end up being an unjust impediment, rather than a rule so that respect is 

observed. . 

In itself, the conflict in general is the concept that starts from the main idea of Being The Source 

and what the source is not, since everything is actually unified from the source. So duality, to be 
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or not to be something, to be or not to be the source, turns out to be only the consequence of an 

idea or thought that is relative to someone who observes it or considers it true and not a universal 

constant. 

Ishtar Salas: THE GREAT ARTISTS WHO HAVE REINCARNATED ON EARTH  AND THEIR 

WORKS ARE RECOGNIZED WORLDWIDE, IS IT ALSO ART LIKE THIS ON OTHER PLANETS 

WHERE THEY GO? THANKS 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER: They also have influence on other planets, whether they were there 

before incarnating on Earth or their souls will go there after being on Earth. Since every 

incarnation progressively enriches the experience and wisdom of souls. 

Hugo Goméz Jesús: GOOD AFTERNOON ANEEKA, HOW MANY EXTRATERRESTRIAL RACES 

ASIDUALLY VISIT THE EARTH TODAY? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Countless races visit the Earth, so many that even from here it is 

impossible to list them, but even so, the ones that have been the most and continue here today 

are those of the Federation mainly, being the most notable: Urmah, Andromeda, Arturians , 

Sirians, Pleiadians in all their forms, Alpha Dracos, Antareans, Centauri (Alfrateans), Procyonians, 

Zeta Reticulians, Etorthans, Sassani, Yayel, among others. 

Roberto Varas Mayoral: AT SOME POINT DURING THE EVOLUTION OF YOUR RACE, WERE 

YOU ON THE EDGE OF A COLLAPSE, IF SO, HOW DID YOU OVERCOME IT? 

ANÉEKA DE TEMMER: At first Taygeta was on the verge of collapse, during the great expansion, 

this due to the Orion Wars. However, since then and with the adoption of the holographic political 

system, there has not been a single incident of danger of planetary collapse since then. 

508: ANEEKA, I ASSUME THAT ON EARTH THERE IS ALSO NEGATIVE EXTRATERRESTRIAL 

INFLUENCE. IS THAT CORRECT? HOW TO DISTINGUISH IT? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: There is both positive and negative influence on Earth, it’s true. 

They can be distinguished by their demanding and controlling interests compared to the mostly 

positive races that only give and in return ask only little or nothing. Whether some race or 

influence is positive or negative is felt inside, like a hunch, it just feels bad. That is not necessarily 

wrong, but it does indicate an internal conflict with your being. And you have to keep in mind that 

negative aliens tend to be especially manipulative. 

Carlos Alberto Perez Argentiro: ANEEKA, MY QUESTION, WHAT IDEA DOES THE 

TAYGETEAN POPULATION IN GENERAL HAVE ABOUT REINCARNING ON EARTH?, THANK 

YOU. 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: The population of Taygeta in comparison with other cultures, is more 

aware of what happens on Earth. At this time, they avoid incarnating, or do not recommend 

incarnating on Earth, being more popular to be on Earth only in temporary immersions for almost 

entertainment purposes, without being long immersions that last a lifetime. 
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TeSa Kura: TESLA WAS HUMAN, or a SEED? WHERE DID HIS KNOWLEDGE COME FROM: 

AKASHIC RECORD, TRANSMITTED BY STELLARS ...? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Tesla was a seed, but there is conflict regarding his Stellar identity. Most 

say he was Arcturian in soul. But others differ, it’s not known. Tesla as a seed had almost entire 

or complete memory, which allowed him to import his knowledge to Earth and in addition to that, 

Tesla also had contact with Extraterrestrials of various Federation races. (Mainly Arcturians) 

Daiana: ANEEKA, WHAT TAYGETEAN INFLUENCE IS THERE IN THE ART OF THE EARTH? 

FOR EXAMPLE IN PAINTING, THANKS. 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Taygeta's influence on art is most appreciated in the creations of Native 

Americans, Inuit, and in the area of Romania and Ukraine. Also diluted all over the world but 

mainly in those places or with those cultures. 

Magalí Antunez: HELLO ANEEKA, THANK YOU FOR YOUR DEDICATION, WHERE DOES THE 

INTERNET COME FROM? FOR WHAT PURPOSE WAS IT IMPLEMENTED? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Internet is a copy of a concept that is used among the Federation stellar 

races, where in theory all the knowledge of a people is poured there, with a view to making it or 

being available to all members of said race, and by the members of the friendly races of the same 

Federation, as a super highway of free information. 

On Earth it was sold to the population for that purpose. ** But in reality, the objective of giving 

the internet to the human population is for the purpose of total control of the population, of 

constant monitoring of what they do and even what they think. In a way in which they implement 

mental programs that humans will follow as trends, thanks to their tendency to seek the approval 

of their peers. 

Marina Mart: PHYSICAL BEAUTY IS VERY APPRECIATED HERE AND IN TAYGETA, IS IT ALSO 

IN ALL CULTURES WITH HUMANOMORPHIC BODIES? THANK YOU ANEEKA. 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Good question that I want to use to share with you that the western 

concept of beauty is of Taygetean origin, be it for better or for worse. However, people who do 

not meet those expectations are not disqualified in Taygeta, that would be a programmed human 

reaction. Beauty is considered and appreciated in a number of races and cultures, however, each 

race will have its own concept of beauty as expected and that is consistent with their physique 

and appearance. 

Terra-projects: ANEEKA: DO YOU THINK THAT THERE IS A PURPOSE IN GAIA IN WHICH 

NON-EMOTIONAL RACES INTERACT WITH THE LYRIANS TO PRECISELY UNDERSTAND 

EMOTIONAL ENERGIES? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Yes, unemotional races definitely try to understand the wisdom of 

emotions by being human for one or two incarnations, in an attempt to expand their knowledge. 

However, in the process, they end up harming countless races incarnated there as humans and 

harming other emotional non-human races. But definitely the cold and logical races do try to 

understand emotions using the Earth as a "laboratory". 
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Star Sapphire: IS THERE ANY CULTURAL INFLUENCE ON PAST LIFE THERAPY 

TREATMENTS? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Question answered above. Yes there is great influence of extraterrestrial 

races that are interested in humans remembering their past lives. 

Noelia Diaz: GREETINGS ANNEKA, HOW HAS THE 3D MATRIX INFLUENCED ON HUMAN 

SEXUALITY? IT DRAINS OUR ENERGY. 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: The controllers of the human Matrix, the Cabal, has turned something 

loving, part of the process of connecting with the partner and being loved, towards something of 

manipulative use and that produces emotional pain and frustration. The influence has been very 

great and negative. Confusing the population with a view to total control. 

Francisco Jofre: TIWANAKU, SOUTH OF LAKE TITICACA, WAS INFLUENCED BY ANY 

EXTRATERRESTRIAL RACE? THE INCAS SAID IT WAS ALREADY IN RUINS WHEN THEY 

ARRIVED. WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Tihuanaco was part of the planetary civilization of Atlantis. What became 

of them is the same as what became of the Atlanteans, civilization ended after a long war against 

Lemuria and the non-human races that supported it, ending with the wars of Tiamat where Mars 

also ended up devastated. Human archaeological dating is seriously wrong. They should stop 

using carbon 14 and geological strata dating systems, as both give false results. 

Cristian Ocampo: ANÉEKA GREETINGS, WHAT INFLUENCE DID THE ENGANS HAVE ON 

VIKING CULTURE? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: The influence is total, virtually all Viking culture is a humanized version 

of Engan culture. Being that the human form or version is the one that is related to the criminal 

part of the Vikings, and the positive part is the Engan influence, such as their need for exploration. 

Deep Blue: ANEEKA, IS THERE ANY INTERCULTURAL INFLUENCE BETWEEN VENUS AND 

EARTH? AND IF SO, WHAT STRONG INFLUENCES? HUG FROM THE HEART. 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Influence between Venus and Earth is a topic that deserves a video. 

Being that the fact that Venus is seen as a planet of sulfuric acid, impossible for life, is totally false, 

because only the 3D part of Venus is observed by terrestrial science and not until the 5D, so is 

missing a 40%. 

Venus is a super habitable 5D planet with a culture very similar to the terrestrial one and today 

it has merged to be almost the same, it is a Venusian version of Western culture, leaving aside 

almost in total destruction the indigenous cultures of the place, this after the human invasion of 

Venus carried out between the years of 1965 and 1972. 

GREEN LIMA: WHO GAVE OR INFLUENCED TAYGETA WITH THAT HIGH TECHNOLOGY OF 

THE FIGHTER SHIPS OR SUZY? THANK YOU! 
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ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: SUZY-type Fighters are the latest version of small-craft technology from 

Taygeta. They have Antarean influence, but are mostly Taygetean and of Taygetean technology. 

Being a curious fact is that the Suzy type ships were designed, created and manufactured entirely 

by women, they are 100% female creation ships. 

Jose De Los Rios: ARE THERE SENTIMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RACES OF 

DIFFERENT SPECIES? 

VIRTUAL GODDESS: HERE ON EARTH ARE OUR COUPLES OF OTHER STAR RACES OR ARE 

WE JUST LOOKING FOR OUR RACE? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Yes, there are love relationships between individuals of different species, 

but between those who are compatible to a certain extent. Being that they are visibly similar or 

equal races, although they do not always result in having children, and sometimes their children 

are sterile. This is rare, but relationships between similar species do occur. 

On Earth between starseeds, it occurs that they are mostly sought between souls of the same race, 

that as a generality, but it does happen that seeds of different star races come together, because 

on Earth they are also playing the role of being human beings. 

Lumina Gabriela Suarez: ANEKKA GREETINGS BEAUTIFUL, WHO IS IT FROM THE 

GASTRONYMIC INFLUENCE ON MEAT CONSUMPTION? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: It is a constant among countless races of Lyrian origin. Some human races 

(Lyrian) need to eat meat more than others, with 50% and 50% of Lyrian races observing meat 

consumption. 

The habit of eating meat does not come from reptilians or regressive races. Food is a very complex 

issue, there are no simple answers. 

Today most consume tissue or cultured meat that was never an animal, but this has nothing to do 

with the versions of synthetic meat that are coming out on Earth, which I definitely do not 

recommend consuming. 

Fernando Diaz: HELLO ANEKA HOW TO DIFFERENTIATE AN ALIEN INCARNATED IN A 

HUMAN? IS THERE ANY SIGNAL? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Sometimes her physique is obviously strange, but usually only that person 

knows what she or he is. Non-human genetic origin can be found with a DNA test such as PCR 

tests. <<<<< (!) 

Carlos Sánchez: ARE SCIENTISTS, INVENTORS, AND OTHER PEOPLE MENTALLY 

INFLUENCED BY PEOPLE FROM OUTSIDE THE EARTH SO THAT THEY CAN ACCESS NEW 

IDEAS AND THUS MAKE HUMANITY ADVANCED? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Yes this is done as a result of prenatal agreements. Yes there is a great 

influence and transmission of ideas, concepts and information in general telepathically to 

humans, whether they are scientists or artists and the general population. Telepathic 

communication is confused with your own ideas of the person. Aliens communicate with humans 
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telepathically all the time, but humans do not know how to differentiate such communications 

from their own thoughts. 

Brenda Ileana: ANNEKA, IS THE SIRIUS RACE EMOTIONAL? WHY IS IT SO POPULAR ON 

EARTH? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Yes, the Sirian races are emotional, including those of Syrian Reptilian 

origin. They are among the emotional races. Sirian seeds are very common on Earth and this since 

ancient times. 

Palomichi: HELLO GIRLS. QUESTION: WHAT IS THE GREATEST ANDROMEDAN INFLUENCE 

THAT WE CAN FIND TODAY ON EARTH? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: The strongest Andromedan influence on Earth is found in the cultures of 

India, Nepal, Burma, Thailand and Vietnam. 

TeSa Kura: ANÉE IF you HAVE ADOPTED THE BIRTHDAY CAKE ... QUESTION; DO YOU PUT 

CANDLES ACCORDING TO THE YEARS TOO? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Yes, we have adopted the use of candles in cakes, but many times, we only 

put symbolic candles and not one for each year, because most of the time we do not know how 

old the person to celebrate is turning. 

Carmen: ANÉEKA THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BIGGEST 

INFLUENCE TAYGETEANS LEAVE ON EARTH WITH THIS DISCLOSURE? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Sowing the seed that human beings are not alone and that they were not 

created on Earth and that there are many more like them outside the Earth and they are part of a 

great family, they are not inferior, nor superior, but more of us. That there is much more humanity 

out there. 

Ennie Forster: ANÉEKA, DO ENGANS HAVE CUSTOMS LIKE ANY WE HAVE HERE ON EARTH? 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: Engan have very Scandinavian customs for the most part and 

generalizing. 

FAREWELL 

ANÉEKA OF TEMMER: I send my best wishes to you all and thank you very much for joining here 

today. Be strong and believe in yourself always. A big hug and a kiss to all. I wish I could answer 

all the questions, only it is impossible for me. Thanks again.  
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